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slider length in x-direction
molecular mean free path at ambient temperature
lubrication film thickness, Le. height from disk to slider
minimum film thickness measured at the trailing edge
non-dimensional thickness, == hi ho
Knudsen number, =A. I h
characteristic Knudsen number, = A.Iho
pressure
ambient pressure
non-dimensional pressure, p I Po
universal gas constant
characteristic temperature of the gas
characteristic temperature of the particle wall
spatial coordinates
non-dimensional spatial coordinates; x /1, y /1, z / ho
velocities in x, y, and z directions
non-dimensional velocities in X 1, and Z directions;
u/U,v/U,w/U
gas bearing load capacity














flow factor correction variable for molecular slip
number ofcurrent time step
linear operator inx andy directions, respectively
nodal points in x and y directions, respectively
nodal change in x dimension, = X(i+ I) - X(i)
slider angle relative to disk
disk speed in X-direction
disk rotational speed, in revolutions per second
coefficient of drag
coefficient of drag in a free molecular flow
mass of particle
diameter ofparticle
non-dimensionaJ particle diameter, =d I hm
electrostatic charges on the particle and disk/slider
distance between Qp and Q.
constant, = 8.854185 x 10.12 C2 / N / m2
gravitational constant, =9.81 m/s2




Electtonic devices continue to become more commonplace in our everyday lives. If
the reader doubts this fact, stop and look around the room. There is probably a television
or monitor containing processors presenting graphics that become more realistic with
each new model. There could be an electtonic clock or wristwatch, a digital music
system, a programmable thennostat controUing the room temperature, a digital telephone
answering machine, fax machine, cordless telephone, pager, and probably personal
computer. Now look out the window. The cars in the street and the planes in the air are
more fuel efficient and responsive because oftheir computer controls. Even the stoplight
at the street comer is computer conttolled. Our lives are more comfortable, convenient,
and productive as a result.
In the early 1970s, pessimistic forecasters predicted massive unemployment as
technology and machines replaced workers. The reality was that the 'opposite occurred.
Yes, some jobs were lost forever but entire new industries were created in their place.
New millionaires, new factories, new careers, and new job descriptions; unheard of in the
70s, combined to put more people to work than jobs lost. Eliminate every device in our
modem world that is computer controlled and our lives would crash to a halt. Society can
now no longer separate itself from the computer than it can separate itself from the air we
breathe. How have all these elec1ronic machines become so interwoven within the
pattern of our lives? The answer: information. Society relies on it. From news shows
and near instant stock market reports to satellites that relay communications, take high
resolution pictures, and pinpoint locations anywhere on the globe, society and computer
provided infonnation are inseparable. Both man and machine base correct decisions on
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information gathered-and where there is information, then it must be stored and retrieved
on demand.
The upcoming millennium. has akeady been titled as the "age of infonnation." The
year 2001 brings both promises and problems. One of these new problems is the
permanence of our infonnation. The current generation can view original documents that
are centuries old. Libraries have discovered procedures and methods of preserving the
printed page. However, much oftoday's information never makes it to the printed page,
being distributed though electronic means by email or the Internet. Information storage
devices used in the electronic age include magnetic tape, floppy media, CD-ROM, and
hard disk drives, all of which have limited lives. Already, magnetic media archives are
experiencing severe problems with degradation of microfilm and magnetic tape
substrates. Floppy disk media and CD-ROMs both experience degradation problems due
to age, physical damage, and contamination. Hard disk drives experience degradation
problems also, but today's technology has improved their speed, storage capacity, and has
steadily driven down the price until they are the most attractive option for mass storage in
today's market. Thus, since hard disk media are today's storage media of choice, much
recent effort has involved durability issues.
Disk drive technology development began with the first disk drive, the IBM Model
350, introduced in 1957. This drive also called the Random Access Method of
Accounting and Control (RAMAC) was a physically large device. The RAMAC storage
media consisted of a stack of 50 disks, each with a diameter of 24 inches and coated with
magnetic film. Data were accessed by a pair of air-bearing supported heads mounted on
servo-controlled anns, reading or writing to one disk at a time. Storage capacity of this
drive, physically larger than twice the combined size of a modern personal computer case
and monitor, was 5 MH. The disks rotated at 1200 RPM, a relatively fast speed for a 24-
inch disk, yielded a data transfer rate of 12.5kB/s, and rented for $130 a month in 1957
dollars [Berardinis 1995]. Although today this device sounds like a behemoth, in 1957
RAMAC was a major advance in disk drive development.
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Previously, data storage utilized tape drives, slow and inexpensive ot' magnetic
cores, fast and expensive. The magnetic core's expense made the tape drives more
attractive, although they consistently suffer from one major drawback-the readlwrite
head must be in close proximity or in contact with the recording tape. At high speeds
necessary for fast data transfer, the tape and the head itself have a short useful life. The
key development that led to, durable disk drives was the low-mass, air-bearing slider
carrying a magnetic headjloating at a precise distance from the magnetic media surface.
Another factor influencing the development of the disk drive is the disk itself Disks
can be conveniently stacked on one shaft, which simplifies the drive arrangement to move
large amounts ofmagnetic media past a read/write head. The information is stored on the
disks in circular tracks with a bit as the smallest unit of information. A bit consists of a
"0" or a "1". The number of bits written along 1" of one of the circular tracks is called
the linear bit density. The track density is the number of tracks crossed along one inch of
the disk's radius. The areal density is the product of track density and linear bit density.
Increasing track and areal densities increases drive capacity, given the same size of
disk, and also increases data transfer speed since the read/write head encounters more bits
over the same distance traveled. Increasing these factors has depended over time on
scaling down the following [Ashar 1996]:
1. Reduction ofhead/disk distance commonly referred to asjlying height.
2. Reduction of the gap size of the head.
3. Reduction in the thickness of the disk magnetic media.
The following table tracks these factors with a few examples.
TABLE 1.1. DISK DRIVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT [ASHAR 1996]
IDM Bit Density Track Density Areal Density Flying Height Gap Thickness
Year Model Kb/in Tim Mb/in2 om nm om
1957 350 I 0.1 20 0.002 20000 25000 30000
1973 3340 5.64 300 1.69 450 1500 1025
1987 3380K 15.2 2088 32.8 216 550 432
1995 Travelstar 127.2 7257 923 NA NA thin film
2LP
NA = Dot available
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Note that flying height, head gap~ and media thickness decreased lin magnitude over
the 38-year time span. These changes are directly related to the increase in drive storage
capacity and decrease in physical size. Examining changes in disk parameters~ note that
bit density increased by a factor of approximately 1270, track density increased bya
factor of approximately 360, and areal density increased by a factor of approximately
460000.
TIris large increase in areal density along with manufacturing advances and
competition has evolved. In 1957 storage devices were large and heavy enough to use as
a boat anchor, rented for $130 per month, and stored 5 MB to a device in 1998 that is the
size of a paperback boo~ has a capacity of 1.6 GB, and can be purchased for $130.
Paralleled by advances in read/write head positioning, flying height has steadily
decreased since 1957. Actually, the term "flying height" is a misnomer since the head
does not really fly. Instead it rides on the boundary layer of air pulled by friction along
the surface of the rotating disk. A close analogy is a water skier. The water skier does
not fly along the water but rather rides on top i4 held up by the reaction pressure of the
water. Sticking with the industry's term, flying height determines. in large part, areal
density by directly affecting track density. Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationship between













Zone of Influence --+1
Figure 1.1. ReadlWrite Head Zone of Influence
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Figure 1.1 indicates that for a given flying heigh4 the zon of influence determines
the practical track. density. If the zone of influence encI'Qaches on a neighboring trac
writing to one track will overlap to the next, thus scrambling information on th disk..
Compare the zone of influence from Figures 1.1 and 1.2. Note the smaller the flying








Figure 1.2. Reduced Head Zone ofInfluence
As the figures illustrate, the smaller the bead flying height the smaller the zone of
influence and the larger the track density, which ultimately increases disk capacity.
However, this reduced flying height demands increased precision and accuracy of the
head transport and positioning mechanism. Also, the dynamics of the flying head must be
ex.amined closely. Imagine the catastrophic impact of a head contacting a disk spinning
at speeds up to 7200 RPM. Not only would data loss occur, but also the head and the
disk would be severely damaged.
This brief history ofhard disk development is intended to set the stage for the reader
to understand a few of the unique issues that confront the hard disk drive industry's
future. Hard disk drives are predicted to reach sales in 2010.equal to three times the 1995
figure of 70 million units [Ashar 1996]. Areal densities are expected to increase to 10
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GB/in2, that is 10 billion bits of data on each square inch of recorded surface [Berardinis
1995]. This is equivalent to 625,000 double-spaced typewritten pages, a stack of paper
seventeen stories high. This projected figure is 100 times the areal density available in
1995.
With more and more of our infonnation stored by electronic media, durability and
preservation of these data are a paramount issue confronting the industry. Many
problems must be researched, investigated, and overcome. A few of these include
microscopic debris (either introduced at manufacture or caused by internal wear), ambient
temperature swings, shock and vibration, stiction (or startlstop friction), electronic noise,
recording surface imperfections, and friction-induced heating.
This study will investigate one aspect of the mechanics of disk drive operation-what
happens to the path of a debris particle when it encounters a read/write air bearing in a
typical hard disk drive. As the flying height and readJwrite h* size decrease, debris
buildup on the head and impact damage has a significant effect on durability and
performance. To examine the dynamics occurring within the air bearing, a model will be
constructed and examined to observe the effect of the air phase flows and pressures upon
the trajectory of a debris particle. First, the pressure profile of the air bearing will be
calculated; second, these results will be used with Newton's First Law. Forces acting on
a particle will be calculated over regular time intervals and the particle will be tracked as
it enters the leading edge of the air bearing and proceeds to either impact or escape past
the read/write head trailing edge.
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CHAPTER 2
AIR BEARING DESIGN AND LUBRICAnON
Although not immediately thought of as a lubricant, air has a nwnber of advantages:
abundant supply, cleanliness, and lack of environmental and health issues associated with
its use compared to a petroleum-based product. However, because of its low viscosity,
the speed of an air-lubricated bearing must be several times higher than an oil-lubricated
bearing to support the same load. Even though the high speeds required by the air
bearing preclude its use in some heavy load applications, there are just as many
applications where air bearings are suited or even more ideal than oil-lubricated bearings.
They include: machine tool spindles, turbo-machinery, instrument bearings such as
gyroscopes, dental drills, textile processing devices, and magnetic media data recording
devices such as hard disk drives.
Current disk drive technology has evolved at a pace equaling the evolution of the
computer explosion. As it was previously noted in the first chapter, drive densities have
increased several thousand tim.es due to advances in read/write head performance, which
allowed increases in disk rotational speed and steadily decreasing its flying height. Head
materials have moved to lightweight composite alloys, and head support arms and
tracking mechanisms have likewise improved. Several models of current drives utilize
rotational speeds in excess of 7200 RPM and flying heights in the 30-nanometer range.
At these speeds and clearances, characteristics of the pressure generated within the
lubrication zone must be known to accurately design components of the head/support
annJpositioning mechanisms.
The first read/write head devices were little more than flat pieces of nono<onductive
material housing a coil of wire. Logical advances in design occurred progressively,
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beginning with the appearance on the market of a slider with "'failst as shown in Figure
2.1. These simple rails have several benefits that greatly improve overall performance of
the slider. Benefits include: (1) drag reduction to the slider in flight, (2) diminished
contact area in the parking zone resulting in faster takeoff, and (3) debris 'trapping and
flying enhancements in the pressure zones.
Cavity Rail Taper
Rail
Figure 2.1. Typical View of Simple Slider With Rails
Relying on the pressure generated by the relative motion of sliding surfacest
geometryt and fluid viscosity, hydrodynamic bearings push the contact surfaces apart.
Through the converging gap, the fluid enters through the higher of the two opening
known as the leading edge and exits the lower trailing edge by the relative motion of the
surfaces as shown in Figure 2.2. The Reynolds equation calculates the pressure
generated between the two surfaces. In the continuum formt the differential equation is
obtained from the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. Derivations can be found in








Figure 2.2. Fluid Motion Through a Typical Air Bearing
In the derivation, surfaces are assumed smooth and contain negligible traction. The
Newtonian fluid between the surfaces obeys laminar flow rules. Constant fluid viSCOSIty
and isothermal conditions also apply. The inertial forces within the fluid are neglected.
At the boundaries, nonslip conditions apply [Shushan 1990]. The above assumptions,




where h, P, f.J, Y, and t represent the characteristic length of the flow, bearing pressure,
viscosity, velocity, and time, respectively. At steady state operations the time derivative
goes to zero and is achieved when the pressure wave having half of the sliding velocity
travels across the length ofthe bearing [White and Nigam 1980].
The extreme values of the clearance (i.e. in the order of 10.8) require a correction to
the conventional flow theory, which assumes the flow velocity at the boundary to equal
the boundary velocity. This "no-slip" or continuum theory applied to compressible fluid
at ultra-low clearances, the continuum Reynolds equation fails to deliver reasonable
solutions. The Knudsen number (Kn) is the ratio of molecular mean free path (A..) and the
characteristic length of flow (h) [Holman 1972]. For Kn « 1, slip flow accurately
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models compressible gas lubrication conditions. Transitional flow occurs for K1I between
0.1 and 10; for even larger Kn, free molecular flow conditions exist in the bearings. The.
correction is made through the flow factor, Q.
The present-day bearing designs fall in the transitional flow regime. The molecular
gas film lubrication (MGL) equation, which is valid for any arbitrary Knudsen number, is
widely used in the hard disk industry. Although MGL will not be used in this study, the
method is briefly described based on work by Fukui and Kaneko [1988]. In the Fukui-
Kaneko (F-K) model, the classical kinetic theory of gases is used to determine the flow
velocity. The distribution of positions and velocities of gases are described by the
Boltzmann equation. The Boltzmann equation along with its boundary conditions is
linearized to be used in the basic equations for lubrication. The lubrication equation,
which is a modified form of the classical Reynolds equation, contains the pressure driven
term (or Poiseulle flow) and the shear tenn (or Couette flow). The pressure inside the
bearing is obtained by solving the lubrication equation and balancing the mass flow inside
the bearing. In addition, the slip flow Reynolds equation for ultra-thin film lubricating
condition can be deduced from MGL [Gans 1985]. In terms of Q, four models including
the F-K model are presented.
(2.2)











I 2-aNote: a =--;- a = accommodation factor
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Couette flow becomes significant with increasing Kn. The continuum model
overestimates load capacity W. Burgdorfer's first-order slip model [1959] slightly
overestimates W, and the second-order slip model [Hsia and Domoto 1983]
underestimates W by a small amount. The F-K model [Fukui and Kaneko 1988] falls
between the two slip models. For this study, the first-order slip model will be used as it





NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR GAS BEARINGS
AT mGH BEARING NUMBERS
The bearing number, A, is a nondimensional quantity measuring the ratio between
two types of flows present in the air bearing. Poiseulle flow is driven by pressure
gradients present at the interface. Couette flow, on the other had, is shear driven by flow
velocities at the boundaries. The bearing number then is the ratio of Couette flow to
Poiseulle flow. Dividing the first term in the Reynolds equation by Pahlll yields A.
Present-day disk drives have the minimum clearance, ho, in the order 10-8 m. With hI in
the denominator and the boundary velocity on the order of 10, the corresponding bearing
number can exceed 20,000. At these extremes, solutions of the Reynolds equation
become numerically unstable.
Although the finite element method (FEM) has been used in the solution of the
Reynolds equation [Tokuyama and Hirose 1994], the finite difference method appears to
be the method of choice for many researchers [Castelli and Pirvics 1968, Coleman 1968,
Fukui and Kaneko 1988, Hu and Bogy 1997]. Singular perturbation techniques for
asymptotic solution [DiPrima 1968] had also been tried but had not gained popular
support. Recent solutions have also utilized advanced techniques such as the control
volume method [Hu and Bogy 1998]. In addition to the above numerical techniques, a
widely known differencing technique-an alternating direction implicit (ADI) method-is
chosen to solve the Reynolds equation with first-order slip in this study.
A factored implicit scheme (FrS) is presented in this chapter which closely follows
White and Nigam's 1980 paper. FIS is an alternating direction implicit (ADI) method
that splits the multidimensional time-dependent problem into a series of linear operators
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in their respective directions. The resulting matrix is tridiagonal which leads to simple
Gaussian elimination in the solution. For this reason, the ADI method has been very
successful with the Dirichlet problem for Laplace and Poisson equations [K.reyszig 1993].
Splitting operators in two space dimensions is often referred to as the Peaceman-Rachford
ADI method [Akai 1994].
The solution for pressure under the flat slider~ obtained through FIS for the first order
slip theory outlined by White and Nigam [1980], is presented below with corrections.
The general dimensional fonn of the lubrication equation with first-order slip can be
written in the following vector fonn:
(3.1)
where h, P, ~ PCb f.J, and t represent the gas bearing spacing, gas bearing pressure, mean
free path of the gas at ambient pressure~ ambient pressure, lubricant viscosity. and time,
respectively. The two dependent variables (i.e. P and h) in Eq.uation 3.1 can be combined
to yield Equation 3.2~ where Z represents the product ofbearing pressure and clearance:
(3.2)
Gradient and divergence in the above lubrication equation are then completed and the
resulting terms are grouped in the x- and y-directions. The subscripts represent partial
derivatives in their respective directions x and y and in time t:
'V. (hZZz - Z
2hz + 6A.aPa(hZz - ZhJ- 6pVxZ
+ hZZy - Z
2hy + 6AaP,,(hZy - ZhJ- 6pV",Z) = 12,uZ,
(3.3)
The right-hand side of the above equation contains a time-dependent derivative Zt. Both
Z and Zt are expanded about n time levels using the trapezoidal formula, where the
superscripts (n) and (n+1) represent time steps. The left-hand side is also expanded in
time, yielding Equation 3.4:
Z("+I) = z(n) + ~ (Z?) + Z,(n+I»)+ O(M 3 ) (3.4)
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The Tesulting nonlinear equation is then ordered by casting Z and its derivativ m
the spatial domain on the left, and h and its derivatives on tne righ along with Z and its
derivatives in the time domain as shown in Equation 3.5:
(Z(Il+1) -Z("»)- 2~J.l {«hZx -2Zhx -6A.aPahx -6,uVJ(")(Z(Il+1) -z(n))x
+«hZ + 6A.aPah)(n) (Z(Il+I) -Z(II»x)x




=2~,u {«hZ.. +6AaPaZJ (17) (h(n+I) - h(Il») ..
+«_Z2 -6A.aPaZ)(II)(h~"+1)-h~"»)x
+ «hZy +6A.aPaZ y )(")(h(Il+I) -h(II»)y
+ «_Z2 -6A.aPaZ)(I)(h;"+I) -h;"»)y}
I •
(3.5)
Finite difference derivatives in x and yare introduced to the equation in the form of ~
and 4. The difference operators are then split into the linear operators L} and L2, where
the former difference operator is applied in the x-direction and the latter in y:
L,(x)
~(y)
= ~{Ox(hZx -2Zhx-6A.a~h.. -6jJvJn)
24,u
+ o.. (hZ + 6A.aPah)(Il)ox}






where, is the right-hand side from Equation 3.5. Consequently, the nonlinear lubrication
problem is cast into two sets of linear lubrication equations. The linear operators are




The term containing the product of two linear operators LI and L is multiplied
and divided by Lit. This term is also of order U and omitted for second-order accUI'aq)'
solution in time. In the numerical procedure, the fact<?red lin~ operators are applied
separately and the results combined. b1 other words, the LI operator is carried out first,
and its solutions are used in the L2 operation as shown in Equations 3.JOa and 3.10b. The








Indeed, the two-dimensional nonlinear lubrication problem has been reduced to two one-
dimensional linear operators. If there are Nx and Ny nodal points in x and y, respectively,
the factored implicit scheme presented above will require solutions of Nx by Nx;
tridiagonal matrices. There would be Ny of these matrices in the x-direction. b1 the y-
direction, N~ number ofNy by Ny matrices will require tridiagonal inversion.
In the case of hard disk drives, reduction in bearing clearance has significantly
increased A. As noted in the first chapter, reducing the clearance has significantly
increased track densities in the disk media. Although the benefits of ever-greater track
densities outweigh costs associated with it, further lowering of bearing clearances pose
numerical difficulties in air bearing design. First, continuum solutions are no longer valid
in such regions. lbis question has been addressed by the development of MGL [Fukui
and Kaneko 1988]. Second, in traditional finite difference schemes with uniform meshes
nonphysical (i.e. numerical) oscillations propagate throughout the fluid, rendering the
numerical solution useless. The question is addressed in this study through variable
meshing [White and Nigam 1980].
What goes into the air bearing must come ~ut. As the mass flux is balanced, the
pressure gradient is extremely steep at the trailing edge. Near the leading edge, the
pressure gradient is very gradual. To account for such change, variable grids are used-
coarser meshes between the nodes near the leading edge and finer meshes between the
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nodes near the trailing edge. Using fine meshes everywhere can also solve this issue
although such a method would not be prudent due to computational intensity. A possible
way to introduce variable meshes is by sizing each subsequent node by a geometric
proportion of the previous node:
Ax(H1) = Llx(i)*GridFactor (3.11)
Although arithmetic progression would work in theory, it appears that a grid factor based
on minjmum spacing required to build the boundary layer seems, most prudent.

















where the coefficients At{), BJ/), Ck(), and Dk( ) represent grid differences in x and y
based on a three-point difference scheme:
A C') 2
1 l = Ax(i)[L\x(i -1)L\xCi)]
A C') -2
2 l = L\x(i -1)Ax(i)
A C') 2





B1(i) = [2 ]ay(i) ay(i -I)ay(i)
B (.) - 2
2 1 = ay(i -I)ay(i)
B3(i) = [2 ]ay(i -I) ay(i -I) + ay(i)
c C) 6x(i -1)
I 1 =6x(i)[6x(i -I)Ax(i)]
C (i) = ax(i) - 6x(i -I)
2 ax(i -1)Ax(i)
C (.) - 6x(i)





(i) = .1y(i) - ay(i -I)
ay(i -l)ay(i)
D (i) = - ay(i)










The spatial increment in x and y use a forward difference scheme (Le. ..1x(i) = x (H1) -x(t)
and .dy(ij = y(i+1) -y(i).
The variable grid scheme in conjunction with the ADI method yields the following
linear operators LI and L2 and the right-hand side term ¢T.
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o =~([(2hZ;r - Zh;r - 6JJ~)CJ(i)
~(t;Z )v.J) 24JJ
+ (Z + 6,to~)hA3(i)t' )(.6.2°)(I_1,}) + [hZu - h;rZx
- (2Z + 6,taPa)hx;r + (2hZ;r - Zhx - 6pVz )C2(i)
+ (Z + 6A.oPo)~(i)](n)(.6.20)(/.j) +[(2hZ;r - Zh;r
- 6,uVr )C1(i) + (Z + 6,ta~)~(i)](n)(t;Z0)(;+].J)}
= ~{[(2hZy - Zhy - 6pVy)D3(j)
~(t;Z")(i.j) 24,u
+(Z + 6A.aPa)hB3(j)](II) (.6.Z")(i.J-I) + [hZ», - hyZy
- (2Z + 6A.a~)h», + (2hZy - Zhy - 6JJVy)D2(j)
+(Z +6A.oPa)hB2(J)](II)(.6.Z")(i.J) + [(2hZy -Zhy




iJ, =2-{[(Z + 6A.o~)(Z.tr + Z»,) + (Z;rZ;r + ZyZy)]h
'f' 24,u




A Mathcad solution is appended. Particle motion in the recessed region of the slider
is modeled in Chapter 4. The recessed region is in the centerline of the air bearing. The
pressure in this region is equivalent to the infinitely wide bearing with no rails or series of
one-dimensional solutions of the same kind. Table 3.1 lists the bearing and lubrication
parameters, and the corresponding pressure profile is depicted in Figure 3.1. The
theoretical maximum for the normalized pressure (PIPo) is 3.0. If the bearing were much
narrower, side flow would reduce this maximum considerably.
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TABLE 3.1. BEARING LUBRICAnON PARAMETERS
Fluid Properties
J.l. = 18*10~ Pa*s dynamic viscosity of air at 710F
I, = 6.35*10-3 m mean free path of air
Po = 1.01*105 Pa ambient atmospheric pressure
Bearing Geometry
h m = 127*10-9 m minimum height of slider above disk
a = 100 J.l. rad slider angle relative to disk
V% = 50.8 • -I disk speed in x -directionm s
Vy =0 m·s- I disk speed in y -direction
Lx = 2.54*10-3 m slider length in x -direction
Numerical Grid
.1x min = 1.27·10~ m smallest change in x -direction spacing
tiX(i)
= 1.112 = OM grid factor (or multiplier)
tiX(i+l)













AT IDGH BEARING NUMBERS
Loose particle(s) inside hard disk drives can be detrimental. With air bearing
clearance in the submicron level, the particle size does not have to be large to cause
serious damages to the disk. Whether the loose particles come from fine particles
accumulated on the leading edge tapers [Koka and Kumaran 1991] or from contaminant
whiskers that broke off from the trailing edge [Hiller and Singh 1991], these particles can
lead to third-body abrasions of disk surface. Several questions arise. First, inside the air
bearing, where do trapped particles go? Do they adhere to the slider/disk or wash out of
the bearing? Second, what operating conditions force loose particles to move towards the
slider? When do they move toward the disk surface? Perhaps some of the answers lie in
the particle motion study.
Zhang and Bogy [1997] considered the effects of lift on the motion of particles in the
recessed region of a slider. This study examined four important forces inside the air
,
bearing-drag force, Saffinan. lift force, Magnus lift force, and gravity force. The
numerical investigation revealed a relationship between the lift forces and physical
parameters such as particle size, relative velocity, and particle density. Magnus force
results showed little effect and will not be considered in this study. However, one force
not considered in Zhang and Bogy's study is the electromagnetic force, which is the focus
of this study. Before the effect(s) of electromagnetic force on the particle motion can be
considered, a detailed analysis of governing equations and their solutions leading to






Consider an air bearing assembly shown below in Figure 4.1. As ider of length, 1
and pitch, e, rides above a disk spinning at Q (or slides with a linear velocity (;). The
slider and disk are separated by h, which is minimum (hm) at the trailing edge. In the
present study, the minimum clearance, slider length., and pitch angl are taken in the
neighborhood of 3 J.1IIl, 2 mm, and 150 ~, respeetively.
ReadlWrite Head




...iliiiiliiiiii... ' ' _Disk surface *---*
Figure 4.1. Simplified Slider-Disk Assembly
A spherical particle of diameter, d, enters the air bearing. In the present study, d is
restricted to the range of 100 to 350 DIn. The motion of a particle inside an air bearing
can be described fully by its position vector i p (xp, YP' zp) and velocity vector vp (up, lip,
wp) in the Cartesian coordinate system. Purely from the Newtonian mechanics viewpoint,













where Fp , vp , x p , and mp represent force, velocity, position, and mass of the particle,
respectively. Derivatives are taken with respect to time, and the arrows indicate vector
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(4.3)
quantities. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 require solving six coupled differential equations
simultaneously at each time step.
Liu and his colleagues [1965] used the Boltzmann equation to. study the kinetic
theory of sphere drag in transition flows and found that the ratio of the drag coefficient,
CD, normalized by its corresponding drag coefficient for almost-free molecular flow,
CDjm, was independent of the speed ratio, s:
CD =1_ B(s)
CDfm Kn
where B(s) is essentially 0.15 and Kn is the Knudsen number. The speed ratio of a
particle in air almost-free of molecules is calculated from Equation 4.4:
(4.4)
For a spherical particle entering the air bearing, the flow conditions exhibit almost-
free molecular flow regime (0.5 < Kn < 10) given by Liu. The drag coefficient for
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(4.5)
Substituting Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.3, the drag coefficient can be obtained. Then
the resulting drag force,/D, on the particle can be written in terms of CD:
(4.6)
where Pg is the density of air. Unless otherwise noted, p and g denote part,icle and air,
respectively.
In addition to particle drag, the particle can be "lifted" in the direction perpendicular
to the fluid flow. This force is known as the Saffinan lift force. If particle velocity is
greater than fluid velocity, the force will point upward toward the slider, and vice versa
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[SafIman 1965]. This result is valid for very small Reynolds numbers.
the z-direction then has the magnitude,
e lift force in
(4.7)
where LtV, Ie, and v represent relative velocity of the sphere (with respect to fluid),
magnitude of the velocity gradient, and kinematic viscosity. The constant, K. is the
numerical integral of the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the velocity field and its
numerical value reported by Saffman and recalculated by Zhang and Bogy is 6.46. The
relative velocity LtV is given by the equation,
(4.8)
and the velocity gradient is defined by
(4.9)
As the sphere flows through air, the gravitational pull (or push) is of order cf.
Compared to the drag components in the x-y plane, which is of order cf, only the z-
component is significant. The force due to gravity is written as
(4.10)
where gz is the gravitational constant.
It is difficult to measure exactly how much electrostatic charge is present in a
contaminant particle. Consequently, the Bohr radius is used to estimate the maximum
charge on an aluminum sphere. Given the diametrical range of 100 to 350 run, a IOO-nm
aluminum sphere may hold roughly 844 million hydrogen atoms or equivalents. A 350-
nm sphere can hold in excess of 36 billion hydrogen atoms or equivalents. Assuming that
each hydrogen atom is ionized, 100 and 350 run aluminum sphere can be charged on the
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order of 1.3516 x 10-10 Coulombs and 5.7950 x 10-9 Coulombs respectively. Coulomb's
Law gives the electrostatic force:
(4.11)
where Qp and Q* measure electrostatic charges on the particle and slider (or disk). The
distance between Qp and Q* is the value, r. The electrostatic force above is expressed in
Newtons. • I
Drag, Saffrnan, gravity, and electrostatic forces combine to influence particle motion.
The left-hand side of Equation 4.1 can now be written as the sum of the individual forces
expressed above.
(4.12)
Saffman, gravity, and electrostatic forces all act in the direction perpendicular to the fluid
flow. Drag affects all three orthogonal directions.
Dimensional coordinates and bearing parameters are made dimensionless. Unless
otherwise noted, lowercase variables are cast into dimensionless uppercase variables.
Horizontal components are normalized with respect to slider length, and vertical
components are divided by minimum height. The product of rotational speed 6. and
circumference yields the linear sliding velocity (;. Velocity components are normalized








Applying the chain rule conveniently transforms other dimensional variables into
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Acceleration components in the three orthogonal coordinates are also given by the chain
rule. Equations 4.1 and 4.6 are combined. Dividing the force components by mp,
acceleration components in Xand Yare:
(4.l5a)
dVp = ~ ,..{; Pg CD U(V - V )
dT 4Qh p D g p
m P
(4. 15b)
where U is the quotient of the velocity nonn and the sliding velocity.
(4.16)
The dimensionless diameter, D, is obtained from dividing the particle diameter by the
minimum. height. The Z-component acceleration has contributions from drag, Saffman,
gravity, and electrostatic forces:
(4.17)
- tiU
where U = -,..-.
V
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. As previously stated, Equations 4.1 and 4.2 comprise a system of six coupled
differential equations at each time step, L1T. These equations are solved using the
classical Runge-Kutta numerical method. The RooK method is of significant practical
importance and can be shown to have a truncation error per step on the order of L1r
[Kreyszig 1993]; therefore the method is a fourth-order method. A brief explanation, as
R-K relates to this problem, is given here. The Mathcad file is appended.
On examination, the R-K method is an ordered method where the value at the next
time step is accurately calculated using values from the current time step and is initiated
using values from the initial conditions which are known. Note no assumptions or
estimates of future values are used. Each new value is calculated from known values at
the respective step. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be generalized in the component form as:
with the initial conditions:
i = 1,2, ...,6
i = 1,2, ...,6
(4. 18a)
(4.18b)
where Yi (i = 1,2, ... ,6) represent, respectively Xp. Yp. Zp. Up. Vp. Wp , the components of
•
the position vectors Xp, Yp, Zp; the functions fni represent the RHS of Equations 4.14,
4.15, and 4.17. For instance,fn4 equals the RHS of Equation 4. 15a, Ins equals the RHS
of Equation 4.15b, and"m6 equals the RHS of Equation 4.17. Written as Equation 4.18
the last three coupled equations at i = 4, 5, 6 are solved first at each time step using the
RooK method, written as:
~T ~T ~T
k). = fni(Tn +-'Y4" +-k24 ""'Y6" +-k26 )
,I 2~' 2' ~. 2 .
k4,i = fni(Tn +AT'Y4,f1 + ATk3,4""'Y6,fl + ~Tk3.6)
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where AT is the integral time step and n represents the nth iteration. Once solutions at
time step n+1 are found, the time derivatives in Equations 4.J40, 4. 14b, and 4.14c are
rewritten as simple slopes:
dXp .:::: X p(n+l) - Xp(n)
dT - AT
dYp .:::: Yp(n+I) - Yp(n)
dT - ~T





The slope equations above accurately approach the true value of the derivatives using a
very small time step, AT. Equation 4.20 is substituted into Equation 4.14 and solved for
the parameter at time step (n + 1). Thus, Equation 4.14 is recast as:
(4.21a)
(4.21 b)
(4.21c)Zp(,+I) = Zp(" + .1.{!:n. wp(~1) )
With the results from Equation 4.19, all variables on the RHS contained in Equation 4.21
are known. Once solved, all parameters in the acceleration equations are updated and the
procedure repeats. The iterations stop once the particle has either passed out of the air
bearing or has impacted on the slider or the disk.
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CHAPTERS
PARTICLE MOTION NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this study, the numerical model is constructed along the centerline of the recessed.
region within a simple air bearing. The distance to the rail walls is far greater than the
height and when combined with the small particle diameter, the effects of the wall on the
particle trajectory is negligible [Zhang and Bogy 1997]. With disk velocity in the y-
direction held at zero, the bearing pressure profile at centerline approaches that for an
infinitely wide bearing. Thus gas flows in the x-direction are dominant. Since this study
concerns only vertical and longitudinal motions of a particle, simulation can be reduced
to two dimensions along a vertical plane at centerline. Also since slider length is far
greater than thickness, the pressure gradient with respect to z is zero; thus, gas flows in
the z-direction are zero.
The air bearing used in this study has a typical cavity depth of 3J.1Ill and a 50nm
flying height. Disk speed in the x-direction, U, was set at 20 mls. For other pertinent
parameters, refer to the appended Mathcad file. This Mathcad file is programmed to use
the factored implicit scheme previously discussed. The two-dimensional pressure profile
at the centerline is calculated and passed to the particle motion program, which is also
enclosed as an appended Mathcad file. The pressure proflle is plotted as Figure 5.1.
The particles chosen were asswned to consist of aluminwn spheres with a density,
Pp, of 4000 kg/m3. Diameters of the particles used began at 150nm, which was
incremented by 50nm for each new simulation, to a maximum particle diameter of
30Onm. Since an infinite number of initial particle conditions are possible, the following
parameters were used for each simulation: initial position, Xp = 0, Yp=constant, and Zp =












Figure 5.1. Pressure Profile at Centerline of Bearing Used in Motion Study
Initial velocity of each particle was determined by trial and error with the limitation that
Up must remain between 0.25 and 1.0 at the entrance to the bearing. Initial particle
speeds slower than 0.25 or faster than 1.0 (1.0 is equal to the speed of the disk) are
unlikely to occur in real world environments; therefore, although transport solutions are
attainable for these numbers, they are trivial.
Several trials were run for each particle diameter, varying initial particle speed until
a speed was found that allowed the particle to pass completely through the air bearing
without contacting any surfaces. This initial speed was then used for each successive ron
for that particular particle. Additionally, initial particle speed was chosen with all
particle forces present except electrostatics. The intent was to find an initial particle
speed that would be sensitive to changes from additional forces, yet not be a contrived
case. In all trial cases, excepting d = 30Onm, initial particle speed was set at 1.0. For
reasons yet to be discussed, initial particle speed for d = 300nm was set at 0.54.
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Note from the comparison of trace number 1 in Figures 5.1-5.5, that lift force, with
no electrostatic input, increases as particle size increases. The result agrees with findings
by Zhang and Bogy in their previous work because the Saffman lift force increases
according to the square of the particle radius; thus, particles below 100nm are negligibly
affected. In the presence of the Saffman force, the motion study for each particle
diameter began, as noted above, that precluded electrostatic force, as a baseline
comparison. Electrostatic force was added in successive runs until the particle first
impacted with either the slider or the disk. After the first impact was noted, several more
runs were made to detennine how much effect an increase in equivalent H+ ions made in
time and X-direction distance to impact. One equivalent H+ ion contains the same
amount of charge as one electron, or 1.602 x 10-19 Coulombs (C). The measurement of
charge in equivalent H+ ions is merely a convenient method to change the electrostatic
charge of the particle within the confines of a numeric program. The use of equivalent
H+ ions also puts an upper bound on the amount of maximwn charge the particle can
acquire. lbrough the use of the physical constant, Bohr's radius of 5.29167 x 10-11 cnn,
the volume of one hydrogen atom, can be calculated. When the volume of the particle
sphere is divided by the volume of one H+ ion, the maximum number of ions possible for
a given diameter is the result.
Figure 5.2 is a plot of the motion study results for a particle diameter of 150nm. The
first impact occurred at an equivalent H+ ion number of 11.4. This is only a fraction of
the maximum possible number ofH+ ions of2.85 x 109. Trace number 3 impacted at H+
ions equal to 19.0 and trace number 4 impacted at H+ ions equal to 35.6. Note the
electrostatic force in trace number 4 exceeded the small Saffinan force and impacted the
disk. The results from all studies are tabulated in Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1. RESULTS FROM PARTICLE
MOTION STUDY
Diameter Trace No. H+ Ions Charge
(in nm) (inC)
150 1 0 0
2 11.4 1.82x 10.18
3 19.0 3.04 x 10.18
4 35.6 5.70 x 10.18
200 1 0 0
2 9.6 1.54 x 10.18
3 16.9 2.70 x 10.18
4 33.7 5.41 x 10-18
250 1 a 0
2 1.46 2.35 x 10.19
3 4.39 7.04 x 10.19
4 13.2 2.11 x 10.18
300 1 0 0
2 2.28 3.65 x 10.19
3 20.7 3.32 x 10.18












Figure 5.2. Particle Diameter 150nm: I-No Electrostatics;
2-H+ Ions = 11.4; 3-H+ Ions = 19.0;
4-H+ Ions =35.6
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The results of the study for a particle diameter of 200nm are graphically represented
in Figure 5.3. Initial paz:ticle speed for all runs of d = 200nm was 1.0. The first impact
occurred at an equivalent H+ ion count of 9.6. Successive impacts were noted at H+
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X =x I Lx
Figure 5.3. Particle Diameter 200nm: I-No Electrostatics;
2-H+ Ions = 9.6; 3-H+ Ions = 16.9;
4--H+ Ions = 33.7
Figure 5.4 shows results from the study of a particle with a diameter of 250nm.
Initial speed for all runs was also 1.0. Note the sharp upward initial swing of trace
number 1. This shows the effect of the Saffman force beginning to dominate the force of
drag and gravity. Note also the number of equivalent H+ ions to first impact on trace
number 2 is only 1.5. This is a significant decrease. Trace number 4 impact occurred at
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X=x/Lx
Figure 5.4. Particle Diameter 25Onm: I-No Electrostatics;
2-H+ Ion = 1.5; 3-H+ Ions =4.4;
4-H+ Ions = 13.2
The last particle size studied has a diameter of 300nm. The results are plotted as
Figure 5.5. At this particle size and larger, gravity and drag forces are insignificant. It
was difficult to find a speed at a given height of Zp = 0.5 that did not impact the disk of
the slider. At this particle size the trajectory is very sensitive to the initial speed. Again,
this agrees with the previous work of Zhang and Bogy. However, the first impact
occurred at an equivalent H+ ion count of 2.3, which is slightly higher than the first
impact of the particle of Figure 5.4. This may be due to discrepancies in the model
resulting from the differing initial speed, but is more likely to be caused by the particle's
increasing mass. Successive impacts occurred at H+ counts of 20.7 and 28.5. These
counts too are higher than the d = 250nm particle, but note that the Saffman force has
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Figure 5.5. Particle Diameter 300nm: I-No Electrostatics;
2-H+ Ions =2.3; 3-H+ Ions =20.7;




With increased storage capacity of modem day electronic media, durability issues
for the long-term recall of information is paramount. The formulation of the particle
transport equation for electrostatic forces and the method of solution suggested in this
study provide an avenue for research and design of hard disk drives. This research could
benefit both hard disk drive manufacturers and the end user of the equipment with longer
lasting devices. Several conclusions can be drawn from the results and data of this study:
1. Electrostatics, if present in the air bearing, can be a significant factor in the path
taken by a particle. All particle trajectories through the air bearing were affected
at lower charges than anticipated, which makes the findings of this study very
significant. Although it can be argued, with some merit, that hard disk materials
are nonconductors, only a minute charge is needed to induce a trajectory change.
This small magnitude (-1.5 H+ ions, or 2.35 x 10-19 C) might be sufficient to
ionize particles that exert an electrostatic force. In other words, this is equivalent
to the charge carried by 1.5 electrons.
2. Electrostatic charges are very likely present at these small magnitudes. High-
speed debris flows are well known to produce electrostatic charges.
3. If electrostatic forces are generated within the bearing, then there are surely
instances when even fewer charges than simulated can be present. Such an
amount will affect a trajectory change. The initial particle height in all trial runs
was set at a conservative Zp = 0.5. Trial runs conducted at initial height closer to
the disk or slider have resulted in trajectory changes at some very low
magnitudes.
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4. It is proposed that electrostatic forces could explain why debris tends to
accumulate in the cavity area. If such debris enters the cavity area on the slider, a
charged particle would tend to remain.
Understanding particle path changes at very low electrical charges could be
significant. In the presence of electrostatic charges in modem air bearings, contaminant
control methods in the hard disk drive environment will need to be devised. What effects
do oscillating charges have on particle motion? To illustrate, after writing the particle
transport program, the first initial runs produced a few particle paths that oscillated
between the disk and plate surfaces like a sine wave. Realizing such an event is a low
probability it was discovered the routine that examined the distance r in the electrostatic
force was reversed to select the longest dimension. This reversed the direction of the
electrostatic force and produced repulsion. If the slider could push the particles, impact
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FIS Air Bearing Pressure Profile Program
Constant and Variable Definitions
11 := 18.\0-6
A := 6.603777.10- 8
Po := 101000














A := x x A = 21728.317
P 0.(50.10-9)2
<---------- This bearing number is basedon the flying height at the trailing
edge of the rails.
NOTE: In this program, the matrices holding parameters that do have valid values on the
boundaries, Le. 'h' and 'Z', will be indexed from 0 to Xgrid-1. (In other words if you have 52 valid
values to put in the matrix, the indices will run from Dto 51 (Xgric1-1) for a total of 52 positions.) The
matrices that have no valid values on the boundaries, Le. ZX,ZXX, the cq,rresponding constants A1
through 03, the linear operator-L1, 41, AZ.. and 11Z*, are indexed from 0 to Xgrid-2 valid entries.
(Following the above example, if a previous matrix had 52 valid entries and a new matrix was built
from the old one with invalid boundaries on the upper and lower, the new matrix would be indexed
from D to 50 with valid entries in 1 to 50~ The values for position'D" would not be defined and
Mathcad would put a 0 in that position.) This is one good thing about MathCad-it allows you to
define a Matrix at any sequence of indices desired and will automatically put zeroes in undefined
positions. The matrix size would automatically be set to the value of the largest index used.
Using the previous stated scheme allows the interior matrices and the primary matrices to
reference the same position with the same set of index counters. For instance, we currently have
height, 'h', with 52 by 1 valid entries. This matrix would be indexed from rows 0 to 51 and only one
column, O. The derivative, 'b', is not defined on the boundaries and would be indexed from 0 to
50 with defined values in 1 to 50. Undefined values for indices containing a 0 would be left




The grid spacing matrix:
Here is the matrix for the height,
based on the fonnula for a line y=mx + b:
































( Xgrid - i - 2 )
tmpj _ tmp j + I - tJ.x min ·GM
trnp
tmPXgrid _ \- L x
trnpo-O
for ie(Xgrid-2) .. 1
for i EO .. Xgrid - 1








Loading the 'p' and 'Z matrices with initial guesses:






The matrix 'Z' is =p*h and
is defined on the boundaries,
therefore its size is (Xgrid-1 x
1). Its indices run from
oto Xgrid.1 and O.
0.3 L-._..J....._.....J-_---I.__..L..-_-..L..._---J
























Defining the constants. A 1, A2., A3, C1, C2. and C3.
AI:= for i E I .. Xgrid - 2















A3:= for iE l.. Xgrid- 2
DXI_x. 1- X.I-t- I




I DXO.( DXl -t- DXO)
tmp






I OXI.(DXI + DXO)
tmp







C3:= for i E I.. Xgrid - 2










cols( A2) = I
cols(A3) =I
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rows( C I) = 51
rows(C2) = 51




The 'Z' derivatives are written as functions so they can be repeatedly called from inside a loop.
They do not exist at the boundaries. .
Zx(i,Z) :=Cl.·Z. I of C2.·Z. + C3.·Z. I
I '+ I I I 1-
Zxx(i,Z):=Al.·Z.• +A2..Z.+A3..Z. I
1 1+ I I 1 1-
"
The matrix 'PHI' is written as a function so' it can be repeatedly called from inside a loop. It does
not exist at the boundaries.
PHI( i,Z) := 2.a{(zi + 6·1·p o)-Zxx(i, Z).h j - Zx( i,Z).,:Zj.m - Zx(i,Z) .h i) - 6'/1'Y x·Zx(i, Z)]
The matrix 'L l' is written as a function so it can be repeatedly called from inside a loop. It does
not exist at the boundaries.
rI( i, Z) :=a.[ (2'h ..ZX(I, Z) - Z.·m - 6·j.1·Y x\·C3. + fz. + 6·).·p 0) .h..A3.]
1 I I I \ 1 1 I
r2( i,Z) := a'[h(Zxx(i, Z) - m·Zx(i, Z) + (2.h(Zx(j ,Z) - Zj·m - 6'I1' Y x) .C2 i ... ] - 1
+ (Zi + 6·J..·p o)·h(A2 i
D( i, Z) := a.[ (2.h;.Zx(i,Z) - Zi·m - 6'I1'Y x) .el i + (Zi + 6·1·p 0) .h(Al j]
rI( 50, Zz) =6496.791875368938 These matrices are based on the constants At J!(2, A3,
"'1, C2, and C3. An index at i=O will return a zero value
f2(50,Zz) = -1370~.11829193635 _ Jt is not a valid result. 1 to Xgrid-2 are valid 'j' indeces
D( 50, Zz) = 7204.32639026533 and correspond to the interior of the slider.
RoutIne to assemble the tridiagonal matrix. This matrix has size (Xgrid.2) by (Xgrid-2).
LlMAT(Z):= tmpo,o'" r2( 1, Z)
tmPO,I'" n( I, Z)
tmPXgrid _ 3,Xgrid -4'" fI( Xgrid- 2, Z)
tmPXgrid _ 3,Xgrid _ 3'" r2(Xgrid - 2, Z)
for i E I.. Xgrid - 4
tmp.. \... n(i+l,Z)
1,1-
bnp..... f2(i + I,Z)
1,1
tmp.. .+- D(i + I,Z)1,'+
tmp
+MAT(Z):= for i E 0 .. Xgrid- 3
tmp.o--l·PHI(i + I, Z),
tmp
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The statement below Is just a
trial to make sure the function
routine is working. Note the size




This routine is a function that assembles
the column matrix, PHI,
to use in the matrix math solution for tlZ.
Toll := 0.0005 <==== This is the parameter to stop the iterations as liZapproaches zero. It is global and is automatically
recognized by the routine below
This routine sets up a loop that solves the linear operators L1 and L2. It then updates
Z. calculates new L1 and phi and solves them again. The routine is continued until the
counter reaches the value of Tsteps or the change in Z is within tolerance.
Z t<Tsteps,Zz):= Z_Zz
for Loop E 1.. Tsteps
oldZ_Z
1iZ- LIMAT(Z)" I.+MAT(Z)
for i E 1.. Xgrid - 2





for Loop e 1.. Tsteps
oldZ_Z
&Z- L1MAT(Z)" I.+MAT(Z)
for i e I.. Xgrid - 2




Since it was discovered that the
program just took a few seconds
to iterate to conversion, this
routine is basically a copy of the
solution routine above with the
exception of a new name and the
last line where instead of an
output of 'Z' this routine returns an
output of the counter, 'Loop'. Its
mainly just an FYI item to find out
the number of iterations it took to
converge.
max(Z final) = 0.346531000289
Tsteps :=30
Z final := Z t<Tsteps, Zz)
rows(Z final) = 52
cOls(Z final) = 1




Defining 'Tsteps' and 'ZtinaJ' this way makes it easier to
change the # of iterations in both 'Ztlnal' and 'Loop'.
Ztinal ( ) now contains the solutions
for the converged system.
This is the the number of iterations
the solution took to converge.
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( ~Z final '. IP:= \-h-)"P;; .
max( P) = 1.030637
This is a Mathcad operation known as a "vectorized"
<=== operation_ It takes every element in Zfinal and divides it by
the corresponding element in h. This matix result is
multipJied by the scalar, 1/po' to give the final result as a
vector of nonnalized pressures.
The operation, max( ), is a built in Mathcad function that
<=== searches through all the elements of the speCified matrix
and returns the larg.est element.
rows(P) = 52






White and Nigam do not use a normalized 'X' until they
plot the final result. Here the x-values are normalized
or made 'non-dimensional' by dividing by the length in x,
Lx·
max(P) = 1.030636653612
The nonnalized pressure plot.
0.&0.60.40.2









The following are files that are written to MS Excel files for the next program (the particle




The input parameters are written in
the order as defined by the
statement on the left. Below is the


















The normalized vector for X was defined above.







White and Nigam do not use a normalized 'H'. Here the h-values are normalized






The normalized vector for P was defined above.










Reading in the problem parameters and geometry.



































Note: the above reads the pressure profile and air bearing parameters from the
program, 'white_IO.MeD'.

















vs :=cspline(X,P) The function 'PanyX()' returns the pressure at any non-dimensional X value.. ,
panyX(X in) := interp(vs,X,P,Xin) PanyX(O.824) = 1.0263892615
PanyX(.999) = 1.0002865047 ii :=0,0.001 .. I












for i e 1 .. Ppoints - 1




I XX 1- XX. 1'+ 1-




The function 'PanyX( )' is based on the Mathcad intrinsic function interp() and regress().
In generic tenns, the regress function inputs an vector to interp based on an 'nth' order polynomial--its
arguments are regress(x,y,n). The interp function uses the same x and y values as regress plus the
vector returned by regress to interpolate a y-vaJue, given any valid x in the same range as the input
vector for x. In this case, regress is evaluating input X and P values read from the plot in Z&B's paper
and recreates the plot so I can get a value for pressure in the air bearing at any value ofX.
rows( Px) = 5201 vp :=cspline(XX,Px)












0.08443 0.00115 0 O.S







0.0843 0.0025 rows(Px) =5201 rows( XX) = 5201
0.08428 0.00269
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. · .. 0
dPdX( ) is now a function using the same Mathcad intrinsic funcions explained on the
previous page and returns a value d~/dX at any given value of X. The vectors used by the
interp and regress funtions are XX. Px. and vp (vp is returned by the regress function). The
vector XX fills a vector with non-dimensional X values. Px then uses XX and uses the
central difference method to fill a vector with estimates ofdP/dX for each interior point.
The values of the gradient ofP in X is assumed to be zero at the boundaries. The number of





Now, values for Pressure at any X is returned by the
function routine IPany::l\:(X-val~e)', Likewise the value
of the first derivative of Pressure with respect to X.
also at any X. is returned by the funtion routine
'dPdX(X-value)' ,
Note: all lengths are in meters.
h .= Parsm' 3
U hat := Parss
V hat :=0
diam disk :=0.100
slider height at trailing edge
angle of slider
molecular mean free path
disk speed in x-direction, in m/sec
disk speed in y-direction




U hat = 20












Knudsen number related to minimum height
density ofair at 710 F, in kglm3
dynamic viscosity of air at 71 0 F, in Pa·sec
kinematic viscosity ofair at 710 F, m2/sec
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Kn h =0.0216517279
Il g = 0.000018
-5





atmospheric pressure, in Pa
Renolds number based on the minimum height.
p ~ = 101000








non-dimensional number used in the differential equations for particle motion
R L = 123.6847501413
non-dimensional number used in the differential equations for pa.rticle motion
R h = 103003.03782
gas constant, in Jlkg/°K
particle density, in kglm3
characteristic temperature ofgas (710F in Kelvin)
characteristic temperature of particle wall,
assumed to equal that of the gas
particle sphere diameter
d





Knudsen number related to the
particle sphere diameter
acceleration ofgravity, in m/s2
D P = 0.08197
Kn d =0.26415108
Slider geometry.
x :=X·L 0 from Z&B"s paper, there are 'Xnodes' entries in 'x', from 0 to (Xnodes-I).
The height is based on the minimum height and slider angle.
The geometry is calculated using the formula for a line, y=mx + b
where 'm' is the slope and 'y' is the y-intercept. At x=Lo' Y=hm, solve for b.
m :=-tan( (1) m =-0.00015 b :=h m - m·L o
b_ = 1.124918
h m
m.(Xvalue-L 0) + b
H( Xvalue) := --'-----'--
h m
H( ) is a function that calculates a value of the
non-dimensional height, 'B', given a value ofthe




Gas velocity in x-dir., Ug.
Po h m
Vel prefix := ·-·Re h
2 L
2·p g'U hat 0
Vel prefix = 0.5137535542 This is a constant used in
the formulas for Vg and Vg'
I ( 2 ) ( Kn h + Z ~
Vg\·Xin.Z)\ :=Velprefix·dPdX(Xin)· Z -Z.H(Xinl- Knh·H(Xinl + 1- I
\ / ) 2.Knh+H,'Xin'!
\
v g( O. 1.1) = 0.0398638118
U g( 1, I ) = 0.0207530491
Motion equation function routines.
Vg( ) is a function for velocity of gas in X-direction.
The arguments for dPdX( ) and H( ) are used at the same value
ofX. Ug( ) itself uses the arguments Ug(input X value, Particle
height).
k(X in'Z):= U hat .[vel prefix .dPdX(X in) .(2.Z - H(X in)) _ 1 ] I'
h m 2.Kn h +H(X in)
k(O ,0.5) = 5.61313-106 The function, k( ), is used in the Saffman lift force equation.
[
1 .9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .01 .00001]
Sdata :=
0.148 0.152 0.154 0.156 0.155 0.154 0.153 0.151 0.150 0.150 0.149 0.149
(3(S):= cnl.-IO
error("S out of range." ) if (S<SdataO,ll) + (S>Sdatao•o)
while cnt~O
break if [ (SSSdatao,au) '(S~Sdatao,cm+I)]
cnt_cnt- 1
tmp- Sdata + ( S - SdataO,CN+ I ) . (Sdata _ Sdata )




'(3(S)' is a linear interpolation routine to pull the proper value out of'Sdata'. The routine





break if S<O.OOOO I
2 [4.S4 + 4.$2 _ I e-~2 I ~ \
C dfin+-- ·erf{S) + _·.S- + 0.5i
S3 4·5 ~
I j)(S)\





This is a formulation for calculating the coefficient ofdrag for a sphere in a flow that is almost free of
molecules, i.e., a rarefied gas. The parameter, 'S' and the function I3(S);ue given in a paper by Liu (1965).
They are used to calculate the Cd' The function is set to return a Cd of 346,355 if'S' approaches zero and
either goes out of the defined range for the function 'I3{S)' or tries to divide by zero in the calculation of
Cdfm• This function returns a larger and larger value of Cd' the closer that'S' approaches zero. The
number, 346,355 is approximately the value returned right before the function returns an 'Out of range'
error so the function is programmed to return this value at that point. Note '5' cannot mathematically be
negative and also, 'So goes out of range when it is less than 0.00001. 's· will approach z.ero when the










sign- - I if a<b




I r·h m 1-
\ I
tmp
12R_squared( 1,0.77) = -2.032098-10
'R_squared( )' is a function that checks which distance is less, a or b (see figure above). Depending
on which length is shorter detennines to which plate the particle will move. The sign of the
function is negative if a is shorter (Qa and Qb carry opposite signs, which coupled with a negative







Initial 'X-dir' velocity of the particle. Note: up = Up· Uh1t
Initial 'Z-dir' velocity of the particle.
Initial 'X' position of the particle as it enters the bearing.
Initial'Z' position of the particle as it enters the bearing..
Note: for this study the 'Y' position is taken at the middle of.the recessed region and is taken as
constant. Also of note is the assumption that at the instant the particle enters the bearing,
its acceleration is assumed zero, Le. the forces present in the bearing have not had time' to
effect the particle at T =O. Likewise, forces from the slider have not had time to act on the
gas, so accelerations of the gas at T = 0 is zero. At the boundaries, the pressures are still





Y-direction velocity of the particle is taken as a constant zero, see above.
Gas velocity in 'Y-dir' equals zero, everywhere at middle of wide slider, at any time, 1.
Gas velocity in Z equals zero, everywhere, at any time, t.
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._ 3 P g 1
Drag prefix' - -·R h'-'-
4 P P D p
._ 9.69 R h P g I ~







. 4 (d \3PartlcieVolume :=_.1t. -:
3 2.
ParticleVolume =8.1812308687-\0-21 mJ
BohrRadius:= 5.29167.10. 11 m
4 . 3 -31









CoulombsPerHydAtom:= 1.602192·10· l goulombs HydrogenAtomVolume =7.5866180406-10-11
ParticleVolume
ParticleCharge := NumotHydAtoms ·CoulombsPerHydAtom
-19
PartideCharge =2.346517676- J0 coulombs
The variable, 'ParticleCharge', sets an upper limit on the charge a spherical debris particle can
accumulate. The charge of the disk and slider are assumed to be of like charge in coulombs.
The polarity of the charges is arQitrary, as long as the disk and slider have the same polarity.
If the particle polarity is the same as the disk/slider, whichever it is closest to will repel it.
However, if the polarity of the particle and disk/slider are opposite, then whichever it is closest
to will attract it, effectively capturing the particle. For this study, the particle and disk/slider are
assumed to be ofopposite polarity, therefore whichever the particle is closest to will attract it,
i.e., ifthe particle is closer to the disk, the sign is negative and particle is attracted to the disk.
Likewise, if the particle is closest to the slider, the sign is positive and the particle moves toward
the slider.
Note: for this study, the particle is assumed to be 'ideally sticky'. Whenever it hits either
the slider or the disk, the simulation terminates.
Equal, but opposite charges.
-14
ElecPrefix =-1.1882442385-10
'ElecPrefix' contains the equation except 1/r2.

















T· I DiskSpeedTimeIme ncrement := _
NUMoITimeSteps
Time for a point on the disk to





~T = 0.0000101063 Non-dimensional time increment.
LoopLimit:= 6000
D(T.IC) :=





ICO)UC2- IC4) 2+ (ICS)2.(IC2 - [C4)
F grav - ICo-(ICs).j(IC2- rc4/ + (ICs)2 + Ie.-( IC4 - IC2) + ElecPrefix.IC3



















DragPrefix-Drag prefix.c d(Ug,Up, Wp)
















tmpl . 0tmp2 _ npoants.
cnt+I,O Q
hat
~T running + ~T
tmp2 .....------enl+I,l Q
hat
tmp2 12..... Xpenl+ ,
tmp2cnt+ I ,3..... Zp
tmp2 I 4- tmpI . 3au+ , npoll1u.
tmp2 1 5..... Upcnt+ ,
tmp2cn1 + 1•6..... Wp
HIimit..... H( Xp)




NUMoITsteps:= rows(Position) - 1
NUMoffsteps = 4549




X P ·· <2>p:= oSltton
. [( <0> \ ] ISlIder:= m· Xslider ·L 0 + b '-
h m
'Xslider' and 'Slider' set up the points to graph
the slider on the plot below, while 'Xp' and 'Zp'
pull the correct values to plot from the solution
matrix, 'Position'. 'Zp' is limited to not plot a




tmp _ H(X ) if Position.. >H:X \
NUMofTstepS PNUMofTsaeps . NUMoITsteps ,3 • PNUMoITstepsi























rows(x p) = 4550 rows( Position) =4550 vj:= cspline(X p' Z p)
rows(ZpJ =4550 Ztmp':X in) :=interp(vj,Xp'Zp'X in\
-7
d =2.5-10
Z part := for i EO .. 50
tmp..... Z trnp(X slider. \ if (X slider. SPositi°"NUM IT ~)• .) • 0 steps,.
trnp .... 0 if (Z p =Oi·(X slider. >Positi°"NuM IT 2)
I NUMoITsteps .' \ I 0 steps,
tmp .... H(X slider.) if (Z P =H(X p \) .(X slider>PositionNUM iTI I} \ NUMoITsteps \ NUMoITsteps} I 0 Sleps.
tmp



















This is a routine to prepare the output to write t
an Excel tile for plotting purposes. This graph
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